WRITINGSTUDIOSUPPORTFORUNDERGRADUATES

Fall 2020 Writ ing Workshops and Groups
The Writing Studio fosters conversation, collaboration, and critical reflection on writing. Open to all members of Vanderbilt's scholarly
community, the Studio provides support at every stage of the writing processthrough one-on-one consultations and other programming.
One-on-one appointments can be scheduled by visiting the Writing Studio's website at vanderbilt.edu/writing.

ApplicationEssayEssentials

Brainstorming

FRI,SEPTEMBER11@3PM

THURS,OCTOBER9@4PM
THURS,OCTOBER22@2PM

Join us for a workshop focused on navigating
the challenges of composing an application
essay. Whatever your application focus, you
will leave with strategies for how to share your
story with readers in an impactful, memorable
way, whether you are just getting started or
well on your way to a finished application.

Ever have a difficult time getting started
writing? This workshop will help you find
traction and focus during the brainstorming
phase of writing. We'll work through several
exercises designed to help you generate new
ideas and then sharpen and develop the
most promising.

TransitioningtoCollegeWriting

RevisionStrategies101

TUES,SEPTEMBER15@7PM
MON,SEPTEMBER28@5PM

MON,OCTOBER12@6PM
TUES,NOVEMBER3@2PM

What do college professors expect from
writing? This workshop will discuss the
conventions and expectations of academic
writing and provide tools for understanding
the various kinds of writing you will be asked
to do across your college courses.

So you have a rough draft - now what? This
workshop will equip you with tools to revise a
paper you've already drafted, focusing on
large-scale revisions to strengthen your
argument, analysis, and structure.

TacklingExtendedUndergraduateWritingProjects:
ToolsandStrategiesfor EffectiveProject Management
MON,SEPTEMBER21@3PM
TUES,OCTOBER27@1PM
Need help getting started or making progress on your extended
writing projects? Join us to learn how to set realistic goals,
overcome obstacles, and manage your project.

For more information and to register, visit:

van der bilt .edu / w r it in g/ w or k sh op-ser ies/

WeeklyWritingGroups
TUESDAYS@7PM| THURSDAYS@11AM
VIRTUALMEETINGSSTARTTHEWEEKOFSEPTEMBER21ST

Looking for more
accountability and support?
Weekly writing groups give
undergraduates working on
extended writing projects the
opportunity to talk about their
writing project in a supportive
community of peers. Group
meetings include time set goals
and troubleshoot challenges,
as well as optional time to write
and get feedback from a
trained consultant.

